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Abstract  Recent advance of imaging techniques enables to visualize minute lung nodules in the early stage cancer. The 
position of the nodules changes while surgery due to deaeration. This study was performed to analyze pneumothorax deformation 
of animal lungs for development of intraoperative guidance of minute lung cancer. To address registration problem for large 
deformation with intensity shifts, we proposed model-based registration that can register both surface and centerline model. The 
registration results were evaluated using target registration error on the lung surface and centerline model, the registration error 
was within 4.0mm and 2.8 mm on average respectively. We found that the relationship between displacement of surface and 
bronchus and the distance from the pulmonary hilum were mostly liner. 
Keywords  pneumothorax deformation, model-based registration, tumor localization, lung 
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♧ࡍ㸬 ✵Ẽ㔞ࡢᕪ࠿ࡽ CT ್ࡀ኱ࡁࡃ␗࡞ࡾ㸪⏬ീࡢ
ࢥࣥࢺࣛࢫࢺࡀኚᙧ๓ᚋ࡛኱ࡁࡃኚ໬ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪
⹫⬺᫬ࡢ⬚㒌ෆ㒊࡟኱ࡁ࡞✵㛫ࡀ⏕ࡌ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬  
ḟ࡟㸪୕ḟඖ CT ⏬ീ࠿ࡽᐩኈࣇ࢕࣒ࣝ♫〇 Synapse 
VINCENT ࢆ⏝࠸࡚⫵ࡢୖⴥ㸪ୗⴥ㸪Ẽ⟶ᨭࡢ୕ḟඖࣛ
࣋ࣜࣥࢢࢆ⾜࠸㸪⫵⾲㠃ࡢ⾲㠃ࢹ࣮ࢱࢆ Poison surface 
reconstruction[13]࡟ࡼࡾసᡂࡋ㸪⾲㠃ࢹ࣮ࢱࡢ㡬Ⅼᩘ㸪
୕ゅᙧせ⣲ᩘࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀ 250㸪502 ࡟⤫୍ࡋࡓ㸬Ẽ⟶ᨭ





case ݅ (݅=1, 2, ͐ , 10)࡜ࡍࡿ㸬⾲ 1 ࡟ྵẼ᫬࡜⹫⬺᫬ࡢ
୰ᚰ⥺ࢹ࣮ࢱࡢศᒱⅬᩘࢆ♧ࡍ㸬ศᒱⅬࡢᩘࡣ⹫⬺᫬





⬺᫬ࡢ CT ⏬ീ㸪ୖ㸸ྵẼ᫬ (14cmH2O)㸪ୗ㸸⹫⬺᫬
(2cmH2O) 
 
ᅗ 2. ᢳฟࡉࢀࡓẼ⟶ᨭࡢࣛ࣋ࣝࢹ࣮ࢱ㸪  
























y ⫵⾲㠃࡜Ẽ⟶ᨭࡢኚᙧࡣ㠀୍ᵝ࡛࠶ࡿ  


































y ྵẼ᫬࡜⹫⬺᫬ࡢ⫵⾲㠃㛫ࡢ㊥㞳ࡀᑠࡉ࠸  
y ྵẼ᫬ࡢ୰ᚰ⥺࡜Ḟᦆ㒊ࢆ㝖ࡃ⹫⬺᫬ࡢ୰ᚰ⥺㛫
ࡢ㊥㞳ࡀᑠࡉ࠸  
y ⫵⾲㠃࡜ෆ㒊ࡣ✵㛫ⓗ࡟⁥ࡽ࠿࡟ኚᙧࡍࡿ  
 
ᅗ 4. Ḟᦆࡢ࠶ࡿ୰ᚰ⥺఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ࡟࠾ࡅࡿኚ఩ไ⣙
ࡢᑟධ , (a) ྵẼ᫬ , (b) ⹫⬺᫬㸪 (c) ✵㛫ⓗ࡟⁥ࡽ࠿
࡛࡞࠸ኚᙧ , (d) ✵㛫ⓗ࡟⁥ࡽ࠿࡞ኚᙧ  




఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ⤖ᯝ , (a) ྵẼ᫬ࡢ⫵⾲㠃ཬࡧ୰ᚰ⥺㸪  





≧ࢆồࡵࡿ㸬ᥦ᱌ࡍࡿホ౯㛵ᩘܧ ࢆᘧ (1)࡟♧ࡍ㸬  
ܧ ൌ ܧ௦ଶ ൅ Ƚܧ௖ଶ ൅ Ⱦܧ௦௠௢௢௧௛      (1) 




ࡋ࡚ᘧ (2)ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ᐃ⩏ࡋࡓ㸬  
ܧ௦ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ ൛݀൫ ௜ܵ௡௙ǡ ܵௗ௘௙൯ ൅ ݀൫ܵௗ௘௙ǡ ௜ܵ௡௙൯ൟ    (2) 
ࡇࡇ࡛㸪݀ሺܺǡ )ࡣࣔࢹࣝܺ࠿ࡽぢࡓࣔࢹࣝࡲ࡛ࡢᖹᆒ










ࡋ࡚ᘧ (3)ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ᐃ⩏ࡋࡓ㸬  
ܧ௖ ൌ ݀ሺܥௗ௘௙㸪ܥ௜௡௙ሻ             (3) 















σ ȁ݈௞ െ ݈Ԣ௞ȁே௞ୀ଴           (4) 
ࡇࡇ࡛㸪ܰࡣศ๭✵㛫ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿ᱁Ꮚࡢ㎶ࡢᩘ㸪 ݈ࡣ
PWA ࡟࠾ࡅࡿศ๭✵㛫ࢆᵓᡂࡍࡿ᱁Ꮚࡢ㎶ࡢ㛗ࡉ㸪 ݈ᇱ
ࡣኚᙧᚋࡢ㎶ࡢ㛗ࡉ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬   
 






3.1. ఩⨨ྜ䜟䛫⢭ᗘ䛾ẚ㍑ホ౯ᐇ㦂  
ᮏᐇ㦂࡛ࡣ㸪ᘧ (1)࡟࠾࠸࡚ (α, β)=(0, 2.0)࡜ࡋࡓᚑ᮶








ᘧ㸦5㸧࡟♧ࡍホ౯Ⅼࡢ Target Registration Error (TRE) 
ࢆ㸪⫵⾲㠃࡜୰ᚰ⥺࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࡑࢀࡒࢀホ౯ࡋࡓ㸬   














⾲ 2. ఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ⤖ᯝ  [ᖹᆒ್sᶆ‽೫ᕪ ] 
 
 














ᅗ 6.  case1 ࡢ఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ⤖ᯝ , (a) ྵẼ᫬ࡢ⫵⾲㠃ཬࡧ୰ᚰ⥺࡜఩⨨ྜࢃࡏᑐ㇟࡜࡞ࡿ⹫⬺᫬ࡢ୰ᚰ⥺㸪  
(b) ᚑ᮶ᡭἲ࡟ࡼࡿ఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ⤖ᯝ㸪 (c) ᥦ᱌ᡭἲ࡟ࡼࡿ఩⨨ྜࢃࡏ⤖ᯝ  
 
ᅗ 7. 10 ౛ࡢ୰ᚰ⥺ TRE ࡢ⟽ࡦࡆᅗ  
 
ᅗ 8. ྵẼ᫬ࡢ⫵㛛㒊࠿ࡽࡢィ Ⅼࡲ࡛ࡢ࣮ࣘࢡࣜࢵࢻ㊥㞳࡟ᑐࡍࡿ⫵⾲㠃࡜Ẽ⟶ᨭࡢኚ఩  







3.2. ⫵⾲㠃䛸Ẽ⟶ᨭ䛾ኚ఩䛾㛵ಀᛶ  
ᮏᐇ㦂࡛ࡣ㸪⾲㠃࡜Ẽ⟶ᨭࡢኚ఩ࡢ㛵ಀᛶࢆㄪᰝࡋ
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